Let’s Get Ready to Learn

Use this chant as a way to capture the children’s attention and get them focused at the start of the day.

How to Do It

Invite the children to gather with you as you say this chant:

I am ready to learn now,
And I see you are, too.

Let’s put on our listening ears. (touch ears)
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding.

Let’s put on our watching eyes. (touch eyelids)
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding.

Let’s put on a funny nose, boop! (touch nose)
And our mouth. (tap open mouth, making “wawawa” sound)

Let’s put on our big feet! (bend knees and tap feet loudly on floor)
Let’s put on our tiny feet! (tap feet quietly on floor)

Let’s put on our flying arms. (hold out arms and flap gently)
And our flying fingers. (flutter fingers with arms outstretched)

I am ready to learn now,
And I see you are, too!